The plutonium-containing samples analyzed for nuclear safeguards purposes range from heterogeneous scrap materials to highly pure metal.
The factors governing the selection of analytical methods are the quantities of plutonium represented by the sample and the repres entativeness of' the sample. Product-type materials generally are characterized by high plutonium contents and homogeneity whereas scrap-type materials usually have low plutonium contents and are heterogeneous. Analytical methods that provide highly reliable measurements therefore are used for product materials and less reliable methcds are a~~eptable for scrap materials.
This paper presents analytical methodology used for plutonium assay for various nuclear fuel cycle materials with emphasis on Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) practices. A major portion of this presentation is devoted to a system under development for scrap-type samples which involves a combination of high-temperature, pressurized, aciddissolution attack; a gamma assay for low levels of plutonium in any resulting residue; and use of an automated spectrophotometer for measuring plutonium in the solubilized frac kion. The isotopic analysis of plutonium is briefly discussed. The paper ends with a presentation of the status of physical standards for assay and isotopic measurement applications. the conditions given in Table I , uranium is not an interference. It does require complex instrumentation but commercial equipment now is available.
As discussed previously, those methods us+.ng Fe(II) as a titrant are not subject to interference from such common metals as iron and uranium.
However, the instability of the titrant caused by air oxidation of Fe (II) to Fe (111)more than outweighs this advantage and the need to use inert atmospheres and to calibrate frequently has made the system unpopular.
The amperom et ric method, (3) has proven to be very reliable for relatively small quantities" of plutonium.
ASSAY OF SCRAP -TYPE MATERIALS
The assay of the so-called scrap materials is complicated by
(1) their heterog-city, (2) their characteristically low plutonium contents, and ( 3) their diverse chexnical compositions including highly refractory materials. A general philosophy guiding the analysis of these materials has been total dissolution of samples, requiring tedious hours of analyst labor and lengthy periods of elapsed time, followed by highly precise chemical analyses.
The use of a scheme that is les~costly and time-consuming is an economic necessity with ever-increasing numbers and types of materials being analyzed for safeguards surveillance.
As part of the technical effort unde.*way at LASL for nuclear materials safeguards, sponsored by the AEC (Division Gf Nuclear Materials Security), an assay scheme is being developed that involves relatively fast dissolution attack to solubilize 90~0or more of the plutonium followed by Cr ( 
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The tight seal is gained by a spring pressure and the design provides for reuse of Teflon containers which shrink from a volume of 30 ml to 10 ml after ten to twenty uses at 2'85°C. (1) (2)
(5)
Deliver a sample into a tube .
Add an aluminum nitrate salting solution containing tetraproplyammonium nitrate to form the complex, The photometer features interference filters with narrow bandpasses.
The instrument has separate pairs of filters for the measurement of plutonium and uranium. The extraction procedure applies equally to these elements with the complexes having unique (and different) absorbance spectra.
The absorbance spectra of the plutonium complex is presented in Fig. 4 . The bandpasses of the filters for the plutonium measurement are at 501.4 nm for the peak and 518 nm for the adjacent valley.
The absorbance at \he peak and valley are sequentially measured for equal time periods and their difference is printed out as the measure of the plutonium. A two-wave length measurement is used because Tru-bore tubing, used for the cells, has varying wall thickness. The effect of glass thickness upon absorbance is equal at the peax and valley so that the net difference remains unaffected.
The photometric detector control and readout system is schematical'~y shown in Fig The turntable takes 24 tubes at a throughput rate of 5 min per analysis.
The overall precision is l% relative standard deviation over the range of about 2 to about 15 mg of plutonium decreasing to about WIO at the lower limit of about O. 5 mg. The maximum sample volume is O. 5 ml corresponding to a lower concentration limit of 1 m"g %/ml.
ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS
Since the primary purposes of Safeguards is control of fissionable isotopes, a combination of total element measurement and isotopic measuremen?. ic necessary. For plutonium isotopic abundance measurement, thermal ionization mass spectrometers are used almost universally. A description of the instrumentation and procedures used is beyond the scope of this paper.
In essence, samples are subjected to chemical separation procedures to obtain a pure plutonium fraction which then is placed in the mass spectrometer where the relative abundances of the 238 through 242 masses are meascvd.
The measurement is highly precise with the absolute standard deviations ranging from 4 X 10-6 at a fractional abundance level of 1 x 10-4 to 2 x 10-4 -2 at fractional abundances above 5 X 10 .
STATUS OF PLUTONIUM PHYSICAL STANDARDS
The most important characteristic of an analytical result obtained on samples analyzed for Safeguards purposes is accuracy. It therefore is -~4-
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